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Abstract. Tides play an ambiguous role in delta channel morphodynamics. Under natural
circumstances, delta channels subject to tides are more stable than their fluvial-dominated
counterparts. The oscillatory tidal flow counteracts the processes responsible for bank erosion,
which explains why unprotected tidal channels migrate only slowly. Peak river discharges
attenuate the tides, which creates storage space to accommodate the extra river discharge during
extreme events and, as a consequence, reduces flood risk. With stronger tides, the river discharge
is being distributed more evenly over the various branches in a delta, preventing silting up of
smaller channels. Human interference in deltas cancel out the stabilizing effect of tides. Evidence
from deltas around the globe shows that in human-controlled deltas the tidal motion often plays a
destabilizing role. In channels of the Rhine-Meuse Delta, some 100 scour holes are identified,
which relates to the altered tidal motion after completion of a storm surge barrier. Sand mining
has led to widespread river bank failures in the tidally-influenced Mekong Delta. The catastrophic
flood event in the Gauges-Brahmaputra Delta by Cyclone Aila, which caused the inundation of an
embanked polder area for over two years, was preceded by river bank erosion at the mouths of
formal tidal channels that were blocked by the embankment. Efforts to predict the developments
of degrading deltas are few. A simple model will be presented that predicts the first-order delta
response to a reduction of sediment input.
For additional information, contact Eric Deleersnijder
(eric.deleersnijder@uclouvain.be or www.ericd.be)
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